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Release Notes 
The Janison Insights Release 2023.07.01 includes bug fixes, improvements and new features. 

 

Bug fixes 

Delivery 

• Candidates were incorrectly displayed the "Start" button to start their test during the prestart 
timing window ahead in NoSQL delivery. A fix was implemented to hide the "Start" button 
during the prestart timing window. This issue has been resolved. 

• Candidates were able to start and complete their tests via NoSQL delivery prior to the set 
delivery window timing if the test session was started while the candidate was viewing the intro 
section questions during the prestart timing window. A fix was implemented to ensure 
candidates are not able to access the main body of their tests outside of the set delivery timing 
window. This issue has been resolved. 

• Candidates were continuously being redirected to the same test when the time duration has 
been exceeded, instead of being taken to their next test in a test package with multiple 
components. A fix was implemented to ensure candidates are correctly being directed to the 
sequential component when sitting an assessment event with a test package. This issue has 
been resolved. 

Reporting 
• Custom reports were displaying visited but not answered questions as ‘answered’. A fix was 

implemented to ensure visited questions are not displaying as ‘answered’. This issue has been 
resolved. 

• An issue was encountered when generating a Guttman report due to the group filter not being 
honoured. The report was displaying the same student multiple times, who was enrolled in 
multiple groups, despite the report being filtered for a specific group. A fix was implemented to 
ensure that when a group is selected it will be correctly filtered and displayed. This issue has 
been resolved. 

• An issue was encountered when generating a Question Summary report due to the group filter 
not being honoured. The report was displaying the group score percentage incorrectly due to 
attempts from other groups were being included in the calculations, despite the report being 
filtered for a specific group. A fix was implemented to ensure that when a group is selected it 
will be correctly filtered and displayed. This issue has been resolved. 
 

New features and improvements 

Integrations & Security 
• Removed the ability to search or output password and password hash type entities to prevent 

potential vulnerabilities to Insights. 
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• Modified the logic to ensure exception and stack trace information is no longer presented to 
the client in the response payload when they have provided inadequate data, errors will 
continue to be logged in Elmah or App Insights. This update was implemented to prevent 
potential vulnerabilities to the system. 

• B2C allows a user to have an email address as their username, but also a different email 
address in their Email field. We have extended this functionality to Insights Core to allow a user 
who has two different values in username and email to log in with either of those to their 
Insights tenant using B2C. 

Platform 
• Various elements across Insights were updated to convert to and update string resources to 

allow for customisation per the clients' needs. These are available in string resources, allowing 
them to be updated on a per tenant basis as needed. 

• A privacy policy disclaimer has been added to all "Add user" and bulk import pages. This text is 
in string resources, allowing it to be updated on a per tenant basis if needed. 

Delivery 
• Further updates have been implemented to the Candidate Dashboard test time display to 

more accurately reflect both event and daily test timing windows and prevent any confusion 
for the candidate regarding open, upcoming and submitted tests. 

• Users can bulk manage candidate test attempts through the Manage Attempts modal which 
can be accessed via the Test Centre Dashboard, Manage Attempts, and Event details screens. 

• Refactored code introduced by an earlier project causing performance issues when Test 
Attempts were being transitioned en masse. The TestPlayer attempt helper was modified to 
update to the appropriate status when a Complete test endpoint is called from TestPlayer. 

 
Reporting 

• Updated the wording on the "About this report" section for the Guttman report to correctly 
reflect how the report data is displayed to show the difficulty level of test items. 


